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Elisa Boillot 
Sage femme DE  Ostéopathe DO 
1 quai Docteur Gailleton 
69002  Lyon  France 
 
e-mail: formations.elisaboillot@gmail.com    

 

      internal rules and procedures 
 
 
 
 

- Those Policies and Procedures are made in accordance with L290 and R22 articles and the 

French Labor law..  

- It applies to all trainees that the organization welcome regardless of the location of the 

traineeship.  

- The Participants undertake to not make religious proselytism, either politics or sectarian during 

traineeship. 

- Every living during the training is subject to preliminary interview with the direction. Internship 

fees stay acquired to the training organization  

- Request for cancellation must be made done by registered letter, 21 days before the start of the 

training course. Registration fees will be carry over another course. If the withdrawal is made 

less than 21 days before the startof the training, registration fees won't be refund and will remain 

to the training organization 

Beware : for residential internships and trips, because of booking expenses (hotels, houses, 

boats etc ) cancellation with more than 45 days before departure's day : payment 50% of the 

total training fees  

- Cancellation with less than 45 days before departure's day : 100% of the training fees have to be 

paid. 

- Training organiser reserves the right to move a session date, decline a participant or expel a 

participant for any non-compliance with the internal regulation  

- Training organiser can't be responsible if weather conditions or administrative taxation don't 

allow to do all or a part of the programm planned and annonced. The changes do not imply 

compensation right. 

- Training organiser cannot be held liable for if weather conditions or administrative taxation don't 

allow to do all or a part of the programm planned and annonced. The changes do not imply 

compensation right 

- In case of absence or lateness, the trainees have to warn the trainer. The trainees can't be 

missing on the formation's time except in case of exceptional circumstances (reach Elisa Boillot : 

06 11 12 30 32 ) 
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Beware, for the internship cruise, cruise characters reserves the right to refuse a trainee if his 

boarding time on the boat, result of any problem independent from the cruise character, isn't 

suitable with time obligation et local regulations. The fees will be on the trainee's charge  

- Training organiser cannot be held liable for elements beyond its control or for for material 

damage or bodily injury. The trainees declare to be up to date in their liability and accident 

insurance contribution 

- In regard to pregnant women participants : the trainee undertake to notify her pregnacy, and will 

follow the medical instructions from Élisa Boillot throughout the traineeship and for any 

contraindications as determined by Élisa Boillot as out to sea, practice, transport. The pregnant 

trainee. The pregnant trainee commits herself to rest as long as recommanded Élisa Boillot. 

-  

Date  ........................................................................  

Location  ..................................................................  

First name and Last name of the trainee 

 .................................................................................  

 

Signature preceded by the handwritten words « Read and approved »  


